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JACKET REQUIRED
A new year and an updated Jacket Required – packed with fresh brand additions, and some returning
gems. Here’s a selection of what to expect to get the a/w 17 buying juices flowing.
—
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SHOES LIKE POTTERY
The clue is in the name. These shoes really are produced
just like pottery. Straight out of Japan, and being
distributed in the UK by Egomark, the hallmark of Shoes
Like Pottery is the vulcanising, or ka-ryu in Japanese,
process, performed by only a select handful of shoe
manufacturers around the world. Each shoe is fired in a
kiln which causes the sulphur mixed inside the raw
rubber to chemically react, returning the rubber to its
natural elasticity and creating a soft, flexible, and
durable sole. We’ll take their word for it. Not only are
they cleverly made, they look really good too. Above all,
Shoes Like Pottery feature high-quality, beautifully
textured fabrics, hand-sewn by the skilled craftsmen of
Kurume. A first time showing at Jacket Required, they
are bound to create a buyer buzz.
—
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FREDDIES 85

p

CLARKS ORIGINALS
The return of a hot favourite, a/w 17 marks a turning
point in the rich history of the Originals brand. A bold
new direction is set to propel the brand into the premium
lifestyle sector through three distinct collections, Dress,
Casual and Sport, intended to exemplify a new
progressive aesthetic. While maintaining the iconic and
all-important Desert Boot, Wallabee and Desert Trek
silhouettes, the a/w 17 collection features some new
styles inspired by the Clarks archive. Each segment
offers a sleek new take on key styles. The Dress category
features a Made In England collection, including
updated styles taken from an unreleased boot dating
back to the 1950s. The Casual collection builds upon
established classics such as the Wallabee and Desert
Trek boots, whilst Oswyn is a radical reinterpretation of
the 1970s Clarks Polyveldt. In the Sport segment, Clarks
has the game-changing Trigenic Flex, and its principles
of natural movement have evolved into the Trigenic Evo.
—

Founded in the winter of 2015 by two longtime friends who share
the same name, the same age and, most importantly, the same
passion for menswear and, particularly, the blazer, the aim of
Freddies 85 is to create a blazer brand that approaches the tweed
jacket in a completely new way. The brand’s home city of Oporto
has a major role in its beginnings because of its central location in
the textile area in the north of Portugal. The vast knowledge of
textile production that the two partners share soon transformed the
dream project into a successful start-up brand, with internal sales in
Portugal and international sales in Europe. The vision is to provide
an exclusive product with proven quality, with a timeless cut, colours
and patterns, setting a statement style for any occasion at an
affordable price. Freddies 85 will bring two blazer cuts to Jacket
Required, in a variety of 22 patterns, as it looks to establish a
foothold in the UK.
—
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DEATH TO TENNIS

GOOD NEWS

This new label, another fresh addition to the
Jacket Required brand roster, brings to the
table a collaboration between one William
Watson, who boasts a design background of
more than 15 years – including stints with Ralph
Lauren, Donna Karan and Umbro, and Vincent
Oshin, a music journalist, DJ and stylist to the
stars. Both hail from the north of England, but
met in New York where Death To Tennis was
born. It’s all about contemporary menswear with
a touch of showmanship, and Brand Progression
has taken the label into their fine stable of
brands to target the UK market for the first time.
Outside of the UK it already sells to a high level
of retailers including Ron Herman, Isetan,
Opening Ceremony and United Arrows.
—

Offering contemporary footwear brand at a reachable price point, London-based
brand Good News continues with its retro inspired collection for a/w 17. Inspired by
American culture, and baseball in particular, Good News combines 1970s colour
palettes with clean lines. Each style comes in a high-top or low cut and incorporates
a unique thick rubber sole for comfort. Shoes are named after traditional baseball
terms, such as ‘Dinger’ after a homerun. The collection retails between £50-£60,
and already sells in the likes of Other Shop in Carnaby, Article in Shoreditch and
The Business in Leicester. For a/w 17, expect more nostalgic colour palettes, retro
stripes and faded hues. Thick corduroy and striped denim give a vintage Americana
feel, whilst nylon styles lend a cleaner, more technical touch.
—
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B.D. BAGGIES
Quality shirt brand B.D. Baggies returns to Jacket Required with The Stone
Agencies, headed by Kevin Stone. The classic American shirt brand, famous for its
button-downs in washed and soft cotton, was founded in 1919 by one Bradford
Dexter Bagg, who found a trunk in his attic with his father’s clothes. Although they
were a size up, he decided to wear them, creating a new trend among his
classmates. B.D. Baggies was born. The brand’s ‘Yellow Label’ is making a return for
a/w 17, and each shirt comes in a jute bag, a nice touch. There’s flannel shirts, solid
dyed poplins, prints, checks, Oxfords, natural indigo options, and geometric and
micro flower all-over prints. For the new season, all shirts have been developed in
two fits, slim fit and regular, and there is also a new, smaller button-down collar
available, which is super sharp.
—
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LOAKE

LEE 101

A fine old Northampton shoe company, founded in 1880 by the
Loake family, who have been making shoes in the county for five
generations, Loake is one of the most experienced producers of
fine, Goodyear welted footwear in the world, estimating it has made
more than 50 million pairs. Product development for a/w 17 focuses
on new styles that strengthen and update existing ranges in line
with current footwear trends. There’s a return to a slightly more
formal and classic look, with a move away from exaggerated toe
shapes to shorter, more rounded toes. Uppers in full grain calf
leathers or oily suedes are either simple or very detailed, with plain
Derby and Chelsea boots being offered alongside intricate brogues.
Goodyear welted rubber soles are increasingly popular for the a/w
season, giving a sturdier overall look while providing improved grip.
Loake continues to focus its wholesale distribution on a
complementary mix of the best nationwide and regional retailers.
—

Founded in Kansas, USA, in 1889, Lee was built on
workwear heritage, and Lee 101 celebrates the
brand’s roots with true denim authenticity at its
core. Powered by high grade Japanese selvage
and denim handpicked from the world’s best
speciality mills, Lee 101 presents a collection of
modern denim classics, drawing on its rich
heritage. Lee comes into 2017 on the back of a
fourth year of consecutive growth and a strong
focus on its iconic Rider package. In the Lee 101
collection for a/w 17 there’s a reworked slim Rider
jacket taking influence from the original 101J, as
well as an oversized Rider jacket and the Sherpa
Rider option. There’s also the newly launched
Slim Rider jean, as well as the original 101 Rider
jean and the Rider shirt – all in a range of washes
from three laundry stories: ‘Soho Darks’, ‘Midtown
Blues’ and ‘Eastside Aged’. Also featuring is Cone
Mill ‘White Oak’ denim, crafted on a 60 year-old
shuttle loom. Current UK stockists of the Lee 101
line include Oi Polloi, The Priory and The Liquor
Store.
—
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QUINTON CHADWICK
Design duo Jane Chadwick and Jess Quinton came together with a mutual vision
to launch their knitwear label using only British manufacturers. Fast forward 15
years and Quinton Chadwick are bywords for modern idiosyncratic English styling
and quality British production. Their men’s accessories are now stocked in some of
the best boutiques and concept stores around the world, and in the UK including
the relaunch of the menswear department in Fortnum & Mason, Sefton, The
Hambledon and Murray. The small independent company focuses on quality
scarves, hats and gloves. Jane Chadwick says: “A major passion for us is to keep
traditional knitting skills alive in the UK. We use specialist factories in Scotland as
well as a co-operative of hand-frame knitters in Devon. This hands-on approach to
machine techniques and industrial processes has helped our label develop its
clever handwriting, a modern edgy twist on heritage patterns. Always inspired by
colour and the play of scale and pattern, each new collection moves with current
trends yet enhances our strong quirky graphic style.” Quinton Chadwick makes a
Jacket Required return after a two-year absence.
—
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KILT HERITAGE
Created in 2014, Kilt Heritage has nothing to do with kilts or
Scotland, but instead focuses on outerwear that means business.
Rainproof and windproof, the real trademark of the brand is an
elastic nylon with an hydrophobic membrane, that combines
technical characteristics with unique comforts. Another first
time showing at Jacket Required, it’s perfect for the British
weather, and now with its eighth collection it has developed an
‘urban and tech’ collection of 40 pieces. High performance
jackets are very much the specialisation. The brand’s motto is
‘Unusual Jackets,’ and each piece has pockets for smartphones
and tablets, as well as ear cuffs and portable power banks.
Believe it when you see it. It’s all very functional, with a touch of
style. In the future, Kilt Heritage will introduce backpacks,
trousers and sweatshirts, as well as a series of limited edition
pieces. The brand sells in over 200 doors, mainly in Italy, and the
UK is now in its focus.
—
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EAST LONDON HOTSPOTS

ALEXMONHART
Going under the self-proclaimed mantle of ‘highend streetwear’, Alexmonhart from the Czech
Republic is a backpack collection with a
difference. It blends functionality with minimalism
and elegance: that’s not easy. The backpack can
be folded and transformed into a clutch. Each of
them has a fixed leather cover, and several inside
pockets for your laptop, tablet, wallet and other
daily accessories in addition to two outside velcro
and zipper pockets. Basically, it’s a pocket fest for
those who always think they can never have
enough stuff on them. Made in the Czech
Republic using leather and hardware from Italy,
Alexmonhart twice showed at Seek in Berlin last
year, but now makes its Jacket Required debut.
There are no UK stockists as yet, but they would
like to find new stores ‘where sportswear meets
high-end streetwear.’ The best Czech stockist is
The Room by Basmatee in Prague, where it sits
alongside brands like ATF, Denham, Henrik
Vibskov, Homecore and Moscot.
—
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DISHOOM

BOUNDARY HOTEL

THE BIKE SHED

OFFERING BOMBAY CAFE-STYLE FOOD WHICH WON’T
HURT THE WALLET, THE DECOR OF THE SHOREDITCH
BRANCH OF DISHOOM CAPTURES TRUE INDIAN FLAIR,
FROM THE TILED FLOORS TO THE SIGN READING
“PERMIT ROOM” – INDIAN ENGLISH FOR ALCOHOLLICENSED – GREETING GUESTS AT THE DOOR. SERVING
FROM BREAKFAST RIGHT THROUGH TO EVENING, DISHES
INCLUDE MURGH MALAI, DISHOOM CHICKEN TIKKA
ROLL AND THE SIGNATURE BLACK HOUSE DAAL.
7 BOUNDARY STREET, SHOREDITCH.
—

FROM THE FRESHLY BAKED BREAD OF ALBION CAFE
BELOW, TO THE ROOF TERRACE THAT’S IDEAL FOR
ENJOYING A DRINK OR TWO, BOUNDARY HOTEL CATERS
FOR BOTH LOVERS OF ART AND ADMIRERS OF DESIGN.
THE BOUTIQUE HOTEL HAS 12 INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED
GUESTROOMS, EACH INSPIRED BY A DESIGNER OR PAST
DESIGN MOVEMENT, FROM EILEEN GRAY TO BAUHAUS.
THERE ARE ALSO FIVE SUITES, FEATURING IMPRESSIVE
VIEWS FROM THE PRIVATE OUTDOOR BALCONIES.
2- 4 BOUNDARY STREET, SHOREDITCH.
—

LOCATED BY SHOREDITCH TOWN HALL, OCCUPYING
TWO RAILWAY ARCHES, THE BIKE SHED COMBINES
BEER, BIKES AND A BARBER SHOP. ON THE EASTERN
END OF OLD STREET, THE CONCEPT WAS ORIGINALLY
BORN FROM A BLOG AND FORUM FOR CUSTOM BIKE
FANS AND NOW RESIDES OVER 10,000 SQ FT OF CAFE,
RESTAURANT, LOUNGE, SHOP AND GALLERY SPACE.
JUST NOTE, IF YOU’RE WANTING TO POP IN AFTER 8PM,
YOU’LL NEED TO EITHER ORDER FOOD OR BECOME A
MEMBER. 384 OLD STREET, SHOREDITCH.
—

